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Model credibility revisited: Concepts and considerations for appropriate trust
Levent Yilmaz and Bo Liu

Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering, Auburn University, Auburn, AL, USA

ABSTRACT
The increasing reliance of modern science in computer simulation demands appropriate trust 
in simulation models for credible results. Because of its foundations in operations research, 
model credibility is conventionally viewed from the lens of numerical and transformational 
accuracy. However, the exploratory use of models in scientific discovery, causal explanation, 
and strategic decision-making render this view incomplete. Recognising the significance of the 
cognitive interests of model users and the context-sensitive, adaptive nature of building 
confidence in scientific models, we characterise credibility as trust. Appropriate and justifiable 
trust is conceptualised as a dynamic, cognitive construct that evolves through interactive, 
experiential learning. Following the delineation of the dimensions and attributes of trust, 
conceptual foundations of a dynamic trust model, including alternative measurement strate-
gies, are proposed. Guidelines for trustable models are elaborated to provide a basis for 
exploiting synergies between the cognitive models of trust and model evaluation.
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1. Introduction

Contemporary science increasingly relies on computa-
tional models for advancing knowledge. As simulation 
models facilitate exploration of explanations for scientific 
phenomena, and the discovery of robust strategies under 
uncertainty, instilling confidence in their behaviour is 
becoming paramount across a broad range of application 
categories (Onggo et al., 2019). Among these categories 
include the prediction of system behaviour (Rossiter, 
2017), inferring the causal mechanisms of complex sys-
tems by exploring possibilities (Larsen et al., 2014), sup-
porting robust decision-making under uncertainty 
(Davis et al., 2018), training in virtual environments, 
intelligent tutoring in education, controlling cyber- 
physical systems (E. A. Lee, 2008; Tolk et al., 2018), and 
diagnosis of behaviour when a model reports its state 
(Yilmaz, 2004). Although these categories are not 
exhaustive, they identify areas that require research for 
a more in-depth understanding of model credibility 
while taking into consideration the characteristics of 
trustworthiness and competence in each domain.

Model developers view credibility traditionally 
from the perspective of verification and validation 
that evaluate a model throughout its development life-
cycle (Balci, 1986; Sargent, 1983). Validation aims to 
substantiate the similarity of a model’s behaviour to 
the behaviour of the referent for the intended purposes 
within its domain of application. As the objectives of 
models, their intended applications, and the nature of 
problems evolve, credibility assessment strategies need 
to adapt as well. According to a recent study by Davis 
et al. (2018), scientific problems, especially in the 

context of natural, social, and behavioural sciences, 
exhibit the inherent characteristics of Complex 
Adaptive Systems (CAS). Due to the difficulty of pre-
dicting CAS behaviour, the study (Davis et al., 2018) 
posits that it is necessary to assess credibility by lever-
aging criteria across multiple dimensions, including 
causal explanation, prediction, exploratory analysis, 
and description.

Similarly, Gelfert (2019) highlights the use of mod-
els as exploration tools as well as instruments in the 
development of credible worlds to gain intuition about 
scientific phenomena in the absence of established 
theory and data. Such uses of models are offered as 
examples to illustrate the limitations of conventional 
empirical similarity measures. Instead, a model’s cred-
ibility is viewed not merely as a function of its features 
but also from the perspective and cognitive interests of 
a scientist (Knuuttila, 2005). These recent develop-
ments suggest the need for a better understanding of 
the processes, principles, and methods for instilling 
confidence in models continuously and dynamically 
as scientists further their inquiry. Such understanding 
facilitates the development of computational strategies 
and tools for improving transparency and enabling 
justification of credibility through experiential learn-
ing over a broad range of simulation experiments.

According to the Merriam Webster dictionary 
(Merriam-Webster, 2019), credibility is the quality of 
inspiring belief or the quality of being convincing or 
believable. In this paper, credibility is construed as 
a perceived measure of believability. As a perceived 
quality, it has multiple dimensions that are 
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concurrently monitored to generate an evolving jud-
gement. To this end, we examine the key concepts and 
terms that relate to credibility and then analyse the 
extant literature to discern emergent conceptual pat-
terns. Based on this analysis and the recognition of the 
inherent challenges associated with the complexity 
and diversity of scientific problems, we propose 
a generic framework for the assessment of model 
credibility from the cognitive perspective of trust.

2. Background

As the function and purpose of simulation models 
continue to expand, their use in computational science 
reveals the limitations of the traditional systems engi-
neering view of credibility assessment (Gelfert, 2019; 
Onggo et al., 2019). The conventional accuracy-driven 
perspective of credibility stems from the need for 
assessing whether models can serve as surrogates for 
well-defined systems. However, when models are used 
for exploring plausible explanations, as proofs-of- 
concepts, or as components in support systems for 
strategic decision-making under uncertainty, empiri-
cal accuracy is only part of the broader assessment 
scheme. It may not even be applicable in the absence 
of data and for systems with little prior (Davis et al., 
2018; Gelfert, 2016; Onggo et al., 2019; Young, 1983). 
Recognising the limitations of traditional credibility 
assessment methods for such systems, Onggo et al. 
(2019) highlight the role that trust can play in the 
acceptability of simulation models.

A recent study (Harper et al., 2020) provides 
a synthesis of literature and outlines the facets of 
trust in relation to aspects pertaining to model devel-
opers, stakeholders, and model representation. The 
authors note the scarcity of research on trustworthi-
ness with respect to simulation modelling while 
acknowledging the considerable amount of existing 
work in the information systems and management 
fields. The primary focus in the management domain 
is on interpersonal,team and organisational levels of 
trust (Ebert, 2009; Fulmer & Gelfand, 2012) while the 
information systems research concentration is on 
technology acceptance and adoption (Wang et al., 
2015).

To map the state of research and discern further 
growth channels in model credibility assessment, we 
use the keyword co-occurrence network-based sys-
tematic review method (Radhakrishnan et al., 2017). 
Keyword co-occurrence networks (Chen, 2006; Peters 
& van Raan, 1993) facilitate knowledge mapping and 
to conduct systematic reviews of scientific literature. 
In such networks, nodes represent keywords, and 
a link that connects a pair of keywords depicts their 
co-occurrence in one or more articles. The patterns 
and strengths of links represent cumulative knowledge 
and help detect clusters of and associations between 

fields. For our analysis, we used the following key-
words: model, simulation, credibility, and computa-
tional model. The VosViewer software (Van Eck & 
Waltman, 2010) is used over the Web of Science 
database, and the keywords are selected to narrow 
our analysis over the papers that focus on the cred-
ibility assessment of dynamic computational models 
in simulation studies across a broad range of 
disciplines.

The keyword co-occurrence network analysis of 
over 450 papers in the extant literature indicates dis-
tinct focus areas in the assessment and evaluation of 
credibility. Figure 1 depicts the relational co- 
occurrence strength of keywords in published articles 
related to simulation model credibility across multiple 
disciplines. According to the emergent network struc-
ture, the term credibility associates with articles across 
multiple clusters, which reveal groupings of articles 
within specific disciplinary areas. The articles that 
reference the term credibility in the context of the 
M&S cluster often use it in conjunction with the 
terms validation, simulation, verification, and uncer-
tainty. The computing/automation domain uses the 
term credibility along with the terms algorithm, design, 
network, and risk. Common terms that frequently co- 
occur with credibility in the domain of social and 
behavioural sciences are trust, behaviour, and manage-
ment. Other clusters based on keyword association 
include decision-making, communication-media stu-
dies, credibility theory, and marketing. Each one of 
these domains include references to risk or trust in the 
context of credibility. Yet, within the traditional M&S 
domain, risk and trust are rarely used in relation to 
credibility.

2.1. Verification and validation of predictive 
models

In Modelling & Simulation, the conventional interpre-
tation of credibility relies on the concepts of model 
verification and validation (Balci, 1986), and its assess-
ment is viewed as a continuous activity throughout the 
lifecycle of a simulation study. Balci (2015) suggests 
various guidelines and indicators to assess the cred-
ibility of a simulation model across multiple phases, 
including problem formulation, model design, imple-
mentation, and experimentation. Verification involves 
the transformational accuracy of models as they are 
refined and translated into increasingly concrete 
representations, resulting in the implementation of 
the conceptual model in a simulation program. 
Although verification is widely considered as the pro-
cess of assuring correct implementation of 
a conceptual model, in practice, model verification is 
a continuous activity. The correctness, consistency, 
and completeness of a model design against 
a conceptual model is as much part of this multi-step 
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verification process as the evaluation of a design model 
against the implementation.

The validation aspect of evaluation aims to sub-
stantiate that the model has a satisfactory range of 
accuracy within its domain of applicability from the 
perspective of its intended purpose and uses (Sargent, 
2013; Sargent & Balci, 2017). The ability to predict and 
reproduce a system’s behaviour under well-defined 
conditions is a critical aspect of model validation. 
Therefore, validation is viewed from the lens of the 
context of inquiry and the objectives of the model 
user. The reliability of simulations and the validity of 

models are also viewed as a matter of trust (Casti, 
1997), albeit still from the perspective of accuracy. 
However, accuracy-driven validation requires the 
availability of empirical data, as well as an explicit 
and precise description of the expected system beha-
viour. Such specifications help determine whether the 
observed similarities between the system and the 
simulated model are for the right reasons; that is, 
whether the underlying causal processes are also suffi-
ciently similar (Yilmaz, 2006). Acknowledging the 
limitations of using accuracy as an exclusive metric 
for credibility, Johnson (2000) also suggests the 

Figure 1. Credibility as a transdisciplinary concept.
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participation of stakeholders in the context of socio- 
technical systems.

2.2. Exploratory use of models in science

The functions and purposes of models extend beyond 
their ability to reproduce the behaviour of a target system 
measured by metrics such as similarity, empirical fitness, 
distance, and statistical accuracy. Models rely on simpli-
fying metaphorical abstractions and representational 
tools that are pragmatically adequate to study the beha-
vioural regularities of a referent. In constructing such 
credible worlds (Gelfert, 2019), a model developer may 
not be able to start from the actual real-world system 
through isolating observable, causally realistic factors. 
Instead, the linkage between a model and its referent 
needs to be established subsequently via controlled simu-
lation experiments and experiential learning. Even if 
a model does not depend on a well-developed theoretical 
account or formal specification of the target system, it 
can be inductively concluded that the metaphorical 
model is credible for the intended purposes.

Simulation models are often used to discern plau-
sible explanations for scientific phenomena via 
exploratory analysis across a range of structural 
assumptions as well as contextual conditions (Davis 
et al., 2018; Larsen et al., 2014; Yilmaz, 2004). In this 
case, whether a model is credible or not is not solely 
determined based on how faithful its representation to 
the target system. Instead, its credibility also depends 
on how promising and fruitful the model is in broad-
ening inquiry and future performance. Hence, in 
exploratory studies aimed to explain a wide range of 
phenomena in a specific domain, credibility is often 

forward-looking. Although such a model may not 
necessarily serve as a surrogate for the referent system, 
it can substitute as a tool for prospective and retro-
spective (e,g, counterfactual) inquiry about the refer-
ent’s behaviour (Gelfert, 2016).

3. Characterisation of model credibility as 
trust

In communication and media studies, the credibility 
of a source or an interlocutor relies on their compe-
tence and trustworthiness. Human interlocutors are 
expected to continuously provide reliable information 
across a wide range of inquiries without deviation 
from expectations (Self, 2014). Similarly, in Human- 
Computer Interaction research, (Fogg & Tseng, 1999) 
highlights both trust and expertise as the key compo-
nents of credibility. They argue that credibility is 
a perceived quality that results from the evaluation of 
multiple dimensions.

The association between credibility and trust is also 
evident in keyword co-occurrence analysis of the 
papers identified in the Web of Science database. 
Within those papers published in the topical areas of 
simulation, modelling, and credibility assessment. as 
shown in Figure 2a, the term credibility is used across 
multiple scientific domains and is associated with 
a broad range of keywords. In the context of M&S 
and Computer Engineering, credibility is used in con-
junction with keywords such as validation, uncer-
tainty, verification, simulation, algorithm, quality, 
optimisation, system, and accuracy.

The papers that are clustered under the social, 
behavioural, information, and management sciences 

Figure 2. Association of credibility and trust.
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use the keywords trust and reputation frequently along 
with the term credibility. In these publications trust 
co-occurs with credibility, validation, verification, 
information, knowledge, decision-making, science, 
algorithm, media, recommendation, system, simula-
tion, internet, web, and behaviour. Figure 2b illustrates 
these associations and reveal that the use of trust in 
relation to credibility is more common in the context 
of science than in the context of M&S and engineering. 
This observation suggests the need for advancing the 
theory and methodology of M&S to include trust as 
a critical factor in measuring credibility, especially for 
applications in a broad range of scientific domains, 
including but not limited to behavioural sciences.

3.1. Credibility as trust

Despite distinct characteristics of the application 
domains, there are fundamental, overarching princi-
ples of credibility as a function of trust and expertise. 
Credibility, when viewed from the perspective of trust, 
is a dynamic construct. Models gain trust when they 
provide results that users find reliable or accurate. 
However, two models with the same level of empirical 
accuracy can be perceived to have different levels of 
trust due to the cognitive interests and goals of the 
model users. Such interests can evolve and even 
become emergent based on the information gleaned 
during the use of the model.

Moreover, if models have multiple stakeholders 
with different perspectives, as is common in model- 
driven engineering and science projects, collaborative 
judgements of credibility and group decision making 
become integral in credibility assessment. Models lose 
credibility when they provide incorrect or inaccurate 
results. Therefore, the provision of correct results 
should be continuous without exceptions. On the 
other hand, if model errors can be anticipated and 
are consistent, and if users develop an understanding 
of the contextual situations a model is erroneous, the 
users may be willing to take a controlled risk in using 
the model. As a result, credibility assessment is 
a continuous belief formation and revision process. 
The process entails belief evaluation strategies, which 
examine both the consequences of and explanations 
for beliefs. That is, the credibility of the individual 
features of a model influences the credibility of other 
features because credible consequences of and expla-
nations for the elements of a model increases the over-
all credibility of a model.

3.2. Contextual factors

The perceived credibility of a model depends not only 
on its features and results but also on the context of its 
use. In unfamiliar scenarios, model users can give 
higher credence to a model than is warranted. 

Additional factors can include situations with varying 
levels of risk and cognitive load. The familiarity of 
model users with the domain of application can also 
influence perceived credibility. Users that are familiar 
with the domain evaluate a model more rigorously, 
whereas those who are unfamiliar with the underlying 
background knowledge are likely to view a model 
credible. Although empirical fitness is an important 
criterion in credibility assessment, there exist argu-
ments (Parker, 2009) that give adequacy for purpose 
higher preference as a desirable criterion for many 
modelling contexts. That is, credibility assessment is 
tentative and context-dependent because the domain 
knowledge is often incomplete, or the theory may not 
be directly applicable in a given situation. 
Furthermore, because there are trade-offs among gen-
erality, precision, and accuracy (Levins, 1966), it is not 
reasonable to expect a model to be appropriate for all 
contexts.

3.3. Coherence and credibility

Understanding the causal structure of the background 
domain knowledge that underlies expected behaviour 
can increase confidence in simulation outcomes. 
Therefore, explainability becomes a critical aspect of 
the credibility assessment of models. According to 
(Knutti, 2008), trusted model results are those that 
we can understand the best, and relate to normative 
conceptual or theoretical frameworks. Therefore, 
scientists do not find models credible merely because 
they have empirical adequacy. Credibility attribution 
depends on whether the model is systematically reli-
able across a broad range of relevant context and 
research questions while cohering with the back-
ground domain knowledge.

4. Concepts and properties of trust

Trust is a multidisciplinary concept with a broad range 
of applications. The dictionary definition of trust is 
“assured reliance on the character, ability, strength, or 
truth of someone or something” (Merriam-Webster, 
2019). In the context of computational agency, 
Falcone and Castelfranchi (2001) formalise trust as 
a mental state and present its constructs in terms of 
competence and predictability. In the context of coop-
erative relations, trust is viewed as subjective probabil-
ity that a trustee will behave in a way that avoids 
violation of expectations of a trustor under ambiguity 
(Gambetta, 2000). The role of trust in the production 
of scientific knowledge and the functioning of the 
research enterprise is well acknowledged in the epis-
temology and philosophy of science (Hardwig, 1991). 
Psychologists define trust as a dynamic concept 
acquired by learning through interaction based on 
positive and negative experiences (Rotter, 1980).

JOURNAL OF SIMULATION 5



In automation, trust is viewed as a mental state that 
a system facilitates the achievement of expectations 
in situations characterised by ambiguity and vulner-
ability (J. D. Lee & See, 2004). As shown in Table 1, 
trust can be analysed across three primary dimensions. 
Analytic, affective, and relational constructs play cri-
tical roles in the formation and development of trust. 
Analytic constructs support rational decision-making 
based on repeated interactions with the trustee (e.g., 
model) and the cumulative experience over the out-
comes (Janani & Manikandan, 2018; S. Marsh & 
Briggs, 2009). There are also affective mental states 
such as expectation, frustration, disappointment, dis-
position, and regret that influence the evaluation of 
trust (Falcone & Castelfranchi, 2001). Computational 
models of such states can improve the effectiveness of 
logical and analytical strategies by signalling devia-
tions from expectations. Such signals can steer analy-
tical evaluation strategies with limited resources and 
capacities. Just as emotions serve to redistribute cog-
nitive resources and manage priorities, analogical and 
relational factors (Self, 2014) can expedite evaluation 
by relating to similar credible models or contextual 
factors, especially in the collaborative assessment of 
credibility.

4.1. Analytic attributes of trust

Analytical components of trust evaluation involve 
those components that can be logically derived based 
on observations or empirical evidence.

Belief formation and revision provide a sound fra-
mework to evaluate trust from the perspective of deci-
sion-making. For instance, Bayesian inference is 
a popular technique for estimating trust (Janani & 
Manikandan, 2018). Similarly, fuzzy logic charac-
terises uncertainty and model trust in the context of 
semantic web and network design. Nilsson (2014) 
examines what beliefs are and how we acquire and 
evaluate to develop a coherent knowledge and inter-
pretation of our world. The dynamics of belief forma-
tion and update in terms of belief networks based on 
evidential reasoning can serve as a conceptual frame-
work to develop trust models.

Experience can be used as a proxy measure to 
determine the expertise level of a model as a function 
of positive and negative outcomes observed through 
experimentation. If Eþ is the number of experiments 
with expected outcomes and E� denotes the outcomes 
that deviate from expectations, then 

Eþ � E�

Eþ þ E�
(1) 

can be viewed as the degree of experience. 
Cumulatively, positive and negative experiences, 
Eþ þ E� , indicate the extent to which observations 
are accumulated to assess confidence in the experience 
measurement for an artefact.

Certainty is a measure that determines the degree of 
confidence in a specific context. Uncertainty is often 
related to trust. As a result, general frameworks for 
reasoning about uncertainty are used to measure trust. 
For instance, the Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) 
(Dempster, 2008) provides a basis for defining con-
fidence as a function of belief and plausibility, which 
are the key constructs of the DST. As uncertainty (U) 
decreases, the confidence (C) about model behaviour 
is expected to increase; therefore, C ¼ 1 � U and U ¼
PL � B where plausibility (PL) and belief (B) deter-
mine the degree of uncertainty. The consistency of 
behaviour is also a critical attribute that contributes 
to trust. In systems engineering, reliability and avail-
ability are often used to assess dependability of 
a system. By analogy, reliability can be interpreted as 
consistency (e.g., avoidance of model failures), 
whereas availability indicates the accessibility of mod-
els as services over a distributed infrastructure. 
Dependability can be defined by combining these two 
metrics, suggesting that the model meets the condi-
tions of both metrics.

Expertise or competence is another important con-
struct that contributes to trust (Lerch & Prictula, 1989). 
The measure of competence depends on whether the 

Table 1. Attributes of trust.
Dimensions Attributes Definition

Analytic belief mental state, attitude 
towards model based on 
capability

competence presumed positive evaluation of 
quality based on general 
assumptions

reputed based on model use by 
others

experienced based on use by the 
evaluator

certainty degree of confidence
dependability reliability consistency, stability

availability accessibility
utility (risk) consequence if trust 

succeeds (fails)
importance significance of the problem
explainability transparent cause-effect 

relations
Affective expectation desire (goal) for 

competence
regret difference between 

expected and observed 
utility/gain

frustration invalidation of positive 
expectation

forgiveness tolerance for trust 
restoration

disposition pessimistic general attitude – worst 
case view

optimistic best case view
realistic average case view

Relational analogy similarity to successful 
models

centrality degree of influence of the 
model

coherence consistency among model 
elements coherence with 
domain knowledge

reputation belief and opinions held by 
others
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model (1) is not previously used to address a specific 
problem, (2) is used in a broad range of problems, 
except the current problem, and (3) is known and 
trusted. When no prior information exists about the 
model, the only measure is the disposition or perception 
of the user and the perceived importance of the task that 
the model aims to address. Such presumed competence 
relies on the general assumptions and prior beliefs of 
the user towards the model. Reputed competence 
depends on prior use of the model by others and the 
influence of the model’s reputation within a community 
of users. Experienced competence is similar to reputa-
tion-based evaluation but relies on the first-hand 
experience by the model user.

Explainability of a model improves transparency by 
providing cause-effect relations that contribute to the 
comprehension of the model (Onggo et al., 2019). 
When model users gain insight about a model’s beha-
viour and determine that the results are not coinci-
dental but instead as intended and due to expected 
causal mechanisms, the perceived integrity of the 
model increases.

4.2. Affective attributes of trust

Human decision-making for trust involves not only ana-
lytic but also affective, cognitive processes. The role and 
significance of affective states in decision-making are 
well-acknowledged (J. D. Lee & See, 2004). Facilitating 
appropriate trust in simulation models depends on pre-
senting information about the structure and behaviour of 
a model in a way compatible with not only analytical 
processes but also affective states that influence trust. For 
instance, a trust model that evolves through repeated 
interactions with the model can be used to measure 
affective modes such as surprise, frustration, expectation, 
and disappointment. Formal models that measure states 
can highlight the root cause of the simulated and emer-
gent emotion to narrow the focus of inquiry and further 
analysis.

Among the affective states that influence trust, 
expectation is a primary factor, which is critical in 
providing a basis for prediction. From a cognitive 
point of view, when the goal of the study has a high 
degree of subjective significance and importance, 
anxiety tends to be higher. Expectations can have 
positive or negative valence. Positive expectations are 
represented by hope whereas fear measures the feeling 
that expects an unfavourable outcome. Frustration or 
disappointment occurs when the positive expectation 
cannot be validated – the invalidation of a negative 
expectation results in relief.

The degree of trust towards a trustee also depends 
on the trustor’s disposition. That is, the evaluation of 
trust and its estimation relies on the disposition state, 
which can be optimistic, pessimistic, or realistic. In the 

context of distributed AI, trust is described within 
a spectrum of realism, where pessimists are less likely 
to be forgiving. S. P. Marsh (1994) describes the trust 
of an agent i in j (trustee) in a specific context α as 

Tði; j; αÞ ¼ Tði; jÞ � Uði; j; αÞ � IMði; jÞ

where Tði; jÞ determines the level of trust in j based 
on i‘s disposition. Uði; j; αÞ characterises the utility 
gained by i by trusting j, and IMði; αÞ estimates the 
importance of the context or situation α to i. 
Depending on the disposition state of i, Tði; jÞ can be 
assessed differently. Under the realism perspective, 
trust can be considered as the average degree of trust 
across the foreseeable situations. That is, 

Tði; jÞR ¼
1
jAj

X

α2A
Tði; j; αÞ

where A denotes the set of all contextual situations in 
which i interacts with j. An optimistic agent takes into 
account the situation that gives the highest degree of trust 
and considers it as a typical situation across all scenarios: 

Tði; jÞO ¼ max
α2A

Tði; j; αÞ

A pessimistic agent takes the opposite view and 
considers the worst-case scenario as the trust indicator 
across all situations. 

Tði; jÞP ¼ min
α2A

Tði; j; αÞ

Considering the relation between trust and willing-
ness to take the risk, an affective state that facilitates 
making the connection between these two constructs 
is the concept of regret. According to (Luhmann, 
1979), “trust is required only if a bad outcome would 
make you regret your decision”. Therefore, regret can 
serve as a measure for reducing an undesirable experi-
ence in the future. Regret is formalised in (S. Marsh & 
Briggs, 2009) in terms of the difference between the 
expected and observed utility gain, which is moder-
ated by three factors: the loss, the significance, and 
affective perception (per) about the utility difference. 
While loss (lo) and significance (imp) can be deter-
mined by functions that measure the utility and 
importance to the trustor, the affective state can be 
a challenge to quantify. The resultant expression 
is 
Regretði; j; αÞ ¼ ðUði; j; αÞ � Uði; j; αÞÞ � Fðloimp; perÞ
.

4.3. Relational attributes of trust

In situations that involve a group of stakeholders, 
collective evaluation of trust requires considering rela-
tional attributes of trust. The social interpretation of 
trust arises in multidisciplinary research projects 
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where a group of scientists and engineers develops 
models based on multiple disciplines with different 
perspectives and evaluation criteria. In such cases, 
reputation and group decision-making are factored 
into the overall credibility assessment process. Group 
decision-making strategies facilitate collective trust 
evaluation so that the views of alternative perspectives 
and priorities are taken into consideration.

Analogical reasoning can also be useful in the eva-
luation of model artefacts by demonstrating their 
similarity to reference models, standards, or observa-
tions of phenomena. Similarity can be formalised in 
terms of weighted feature matching (Weisberg, 2012) 
between a target and the model under evaluation. 
Besides, the degree coherence of the assumptions 
underlying the model with the background theory 
can provide increased confidence in a model. 
A model’s ability to explain existing evidence while 
being explained by hypothesised assumptions that also 
align with evidence facilitates broadening and deepen-
ing the support for a model. To this end, theories of 
cognitive coherence, including explanatory and analo-
gical coherence (Thagard, 2002), can be used to view 
model constructs embedded within a knowledge net-
work of the discipline. Relational and coherence 
metrics can assess the degree of relevance and accept-
ability of a model and its elements within a broader 
context.

If the components of a model are part of 
a knowledge network shared by members of 
a scientific community, standard metrics can be 
used to assess the importance, relevance, and degree 
of acceptability. The credibility of such components, 
in turn, contributes to the credibility of the overall 
model. For instance, centrality or betweenness cen-
trality of an element in a network indicates its 
significance and influence in knowledge representa-
tion in a discipline. The number of direct ties asso-
ciated with a given element facilitates measuring its 
centrality. On the other hand, betweenness central-
ity measures how much an element enables directly 
or indirectly interactions between the nodes that it 
is connected. The larger the number of nodes that 
can reach each other through an element in the 
network, the higher the betweenness of that ele-
ment. Such elements tend to be reused across 
broad a range of inquiries that requires the involve-
ment of multiple perspectives, aspects, and resolu-
tions of a system’s representation.

5. Dynamics of trust

Trust is a dynamic construct that requires continuous 
monitoring and evaluation during the incremental 
and iterative development of models. Such monitoring 
is critical as the design, and the use of a model can 
evolve to address a broader range of inquiries while 

being refined to explore the system of interest at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction. By observing a model’s 
behaviour under controlled settings via simulated 
experiments, model users can evaluate the degree 
and appropriateness of trust. Figure 3 illustrates the 
critical components necessary for context-sensitive 
trust evaluation. The context includes not only indivi-
dual belief dispositions towards the model but also 
social and technical factors associated with the field 
and the discipline. Each discipline has accepted prac-
tices, methods, and domain knowledge that govern the 
production of new knowledge. The integrity of 
a model relies on its consistency and coherence with 
such domain knowledge.

Moreover, the members of a discipline that consti-
tute the field of a domain follow specific norms and 
criteria for the evaluation of modelling artefacts. The 
reputation of and trust in individuals and organisa-
tional units influence the initial disposition towards 
a model. Along with the contextual, prior knowledge 
that is factored into the belief formation process, trust 
assessment follows a dynamic process governed by 
objective metrics predicated on empirical and 
observed behaviour to adjust or reinforce beliefs.

The analytical, affective, and relational attributes 
highlighted in the previous section provide a basis 
for trust evolution. An explicit trust model can be 
used to formalise and explain the data-driven evolu-
tion of trust while also providing a basis for updating 
a model. Model updating is necessary to select those 
features that prove to be effective in supporting the 
objectives of the simulation study. Because multiple 
features compete or that different research questions 
need alternative model configurations, a multimodel 
can be used in conjunction with a trust model. When 
there is uncertainty, the trust model can facilitate 
proactive experiment management to discern which 
model features are more effective in a specific situa-
tion. The results of experiments across a broad range 
of situations support an aggregate trust measure for 
the model.

The mismatch between trust and the capabilities of 
a model is a significant concern in model use. 
Supporting appropriate trust to avoid both over trust 
and unwarranted mistrust is essential for reliable deci-
sion-making. If trust exceeds the capabilities of 
a model, the misuse of a model in irrelevant situations 
results in flawed conclusions. Model calibration 
requires a careful balance between capabilities and 
the extent of trust. Specifically, if there are multiple 
behavioural regularities and the model successfully 
generates only a few of such expected behaviour with 
high accuracy and precision, the model cannot be 
appropriately trusted across the broader domain of 
applicability and intended purposes. Such trust is an 
example of overtrust. Alternatively, mistrust happens 
when minor discrepancy results in discarding a model 
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despite its demonstrable benefits and capabilities in 
a broad range of scenarios.

In addition to calibration, model resolution plays 
a role in assessing the appropriateness of trust by 

Figure 3. The sketch of a trust assessment process.

Figure 4. Factors in trust evaluation.
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deepening beliefs about a model and its underlying 
premises. A model gains high credibility if it not 
only explains observations but is explained or sup-
ported by features having high credibility on their 
own. Therefore, appropriate trust requires broad-
ening and deepening of causal mechanisms that 
underlie a model, resulting in an incremental and 
iterative process for building trust. At each step in 
the process, analytical, affective, and relational ele-
ments are considered to update the trust measure-
ment. As shown in Figure 4, following observation 
of a model’s behaviour, the trustor updates its 
beliefs about the model’s reliability and competence 
under uncertainty and ambiguity towards achieving 
the objectives of the study. The beliefs are moder-
ated via multiple factors, including the importance 
of the situation to model user, the utility gained (or 
loss experienced), and the tolerance level for using 
the model. The acceptability threshold indicates 
how much one needs to trust a model to decide 
to use it.

The perceived risk in using the model and com-
petence of the model together provide a basis for 
deciding the acceptability threshold of the model. 
Increased competence of the model lowers the 
acceptability threshold, making it easier to trust 
the model. On the other hand, increased perceived 
risk would increase the threshold. The importance 
of the modelling situation can moderate these two 
factors. In a given interaction step with the model 
in a specific context, the trust measure can be 
updated by an amount that is a function of the 
acceptability threshold, the situational trust, and 
the affective state (e.g., regret, forgiveness) because 
trust is only required if an adverse outcome would 
make us regret our decision (Luhmann, 1979). The 
situational trust is determined by the utility gained 
(i.e., the value of solving the specific problem), its 
importance, and the general trust attitude (disposi-
tion) towards the model. If the situational trust is 
higher than the acceptability threshold in a specific 
context, the model can be considered as sufficiently 
trustworthy for use in that situation.

6. Measurement of trust

The level of detail in conceptualising the outcome of 
trust evaluation can vary depending on the problem 
domain, the characteristics of the users of the model, 
and the characteristics of the model. As shown in 
Figure 5, based on the characteristics of model users, 
three prototype evaluation models with an increasing 
level of specificity can be considered: binary evalua-
tion, quantised/discrete evaluation, and continuous/ 
spectral evaluation.

Each evaluation type depends on the model user’s 
level of concern with the problem, cognitive ability, 
expertise or experience in the problem domain, and 
the availability of reference frames that can be used to 
compare the model’s utility to desirable outcomes. 
Table 2 depicts how these criteria relate to the three 
types of evaluation models.

6.1. Binary evaluation

At the highest level of abstraction, users can cate-
gorise a model as either trusted or distrusted with-
out any middle ground. Such a binary decision is 
reasonable when model users have the following 
characteristics: (1) low-level concern with the pro-
blem (2) limited ability to process information due 
to comprehension skills or contextual ambiguity 
and uncertainty, (3) low-level familiarity, expertise, 
and experience in the domain of the problem, and 
(4) lack of standards or reference frames for 
comparison.

6.2. Quantised evaluation

Quantisation of the trust measurement, scaled into 
a limited range of discrete values, enables a more 
precise evaluation of trust. By setting thresholds 
over the continuous measurement range supports 
the classification of the degree of trust and hence 
increases the level of resolution for decision- 
support. As shown in Figure 5, the acceptability 
threshold within the favourable region 

Figure 5. Trust measurement.
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distinguishes the state of trust from untrust, which 
characterises the situation when the model user 
cannot have sufficient confidence but lacks evidence 
for either trusting or distrusting the model. On the 
other hand, a threshold in the unfavourable region 
distinguishes undistrust from distrust to cover the 
cases when the model user lacks trust. Discrete 
categories of trust can be refined with fuzzy values 
(e.g., low, medium, high) to indicate the incremen-
tal strength of trust within each category. Discrete 
evaluation is appropriate when model users have 
the following characteristics: (1) moderate level of 
interest in the problem, (2) moderate cognitive 
ability to process information due to comprehen-
sion skills or contextual ambiguity and uncertainty, 
(3) partial familiarity, expertise, and experience in 
the domain of the problem, and (4) partial avail-
ability of standards or reference frames for 
comparison.

6.3. Continuous (Spectral) evaluation

Measuring trust over a continuous range without 
quantisation gives model users the discretion for 
deciding on the degree and strength of trust. The 
spectral strategy is appropriate when model users 
have (1) high-level concern with the problem, (2) 
significant cognitive ability to process information in 
the presence of favourable contextual factors, (3) high 
familiarity, expertise, and experience in the domain of 
the problem, (4) significant availability of standards or 
reference frames for comparison.

7. Considerations for appropriate trust in 
models

Inappropriate reliance on a model, resulting in misuse 
or disuse, is often due to mismatch between perceived 
trust and model capabilities. When trust exceeds the 
capabilities of a model due to poor calibration, over-
trust gives rise to invalid decisions and conclusions 
based on the outcome of the model. On the other 
hand, with inappropriate distrust, trust falls short of 
the capabilities of the model and hence results in loss 
of opportunity. In this section, we present a set of 
guidelines for engineering trustable models.

7.1. Design for appropriate trust

Models need to be transparent to be effectively com-
municated to users to facilitate matching the capabil-
ities of a model with the desired level of trust. This 
requirement can be achieved by providing modular 
and explainable algorithms that reveal their semantics 
and pragmatics more clearly. The following guidelines 
and considerations aim to support the design and 
evaluation of trustable models.

• Instead of designing models for maximised trust, 
focus on design for an appropriate context-sensitive 
trust that mitigates overtrust as well as distrust.

• Provide information about and access to prior use 
of the model and the explanatory models of the out-
comes of simulation experiments.

• Reveal the causal mechanisms and processes that 
generate a model’s behaviour so that observed beha-
viour can be traced to the underlying assumptions and 
intermediate results.

• Make the purpose of the model and the research 
inquiry, which the model is designed for explicit. Both 
the design rationale and the model’s purpose need to 
be easily related to the objectives of the simulation 
experiment.

• Train model users regarding the acceptable uses of 
the model and its limitations.

These considerations are predicated on the trade-offs 
between trustworthy models and trustable models. 
While a trustworthy model can be dependable and reli-
able, its design may be overly complicated, difficult to 
understand, and hence less trustable. To the extent that 
a model’s adoption requires its ease of use and main-
tenance, there may be circumstances that favour simpli-
fied, less capable models that are easier to calibrate.

7.2. Relating context to model capability

The relationship between a model and its referent is 
meaningful in the context of their use by a cognitive 
agent. That is, a model is not simply a representation 
of the referent. It is used by a cognitive agent (e.g., 
scientist, engineer, artificial agent) to make sense of 
the system under study. Therefore, the role of the 
cognitive agent needs to be explicit. Concerning the 
context, specific considerations for trustable models 
include the following:

• Specify the context and objectives explicitly in 
a way that relates the elements of a model to its con-
text. The association between the elements of the 
model and the context is expected to be many-to- 
many. A model feature may be necessary for multiple 
research inquiries. Similarly, a contextual element may 
require the provision of multiple features configured 
in a meaningful manner.

• Describe the past performance of the model con-
cerning contextual scenarios. Classifying a model’s 

Table 2. Types of trust evaluation.

Model of 
Trust 
(Credibility) 
Evaluation

Based on the criteria

concern 
with the 
problem

ability to 
process 

information

domain famil-
iarity/ experi-

ence/ 
expertise

availability of 
standards/ 
reference 

models

Binary low limited low lacks 
standards 
(none)

Quantised moderate moderate partial some
Spectral high significant high substantial
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outcomes over the context information facilitates rea-
soning about its robustness, which is an important 
trust metric under uncertainty.

• Evaluate the impact and influence of context on 
the pertinence of trust. By determining the relation 
between context and trust, model users can reason 
about the potential mismatch between the model’s 
capabilities and trust in a context-sensitive manner 
and use the model selectively.

• Characterise the trustworthiness of a model in 
terms of how well model capabilities match the extent 
of trust. Having too many capabilities, each with low 
trust, is as undesirable as is a non-uniform distribution 
of trust across capabilities. Trust should be broad and 
uniform across capabilities while being cognisant of 
the significance of context on trust. Moreover, the 
specificity of trust defined by the association of trust 
with specific elements of a model is critical when the 
performance is context-sensitive. A specific compo-
nent of a model may not exhibit an acceptable level 
of reliability across all contextual situations.

7.3. The influence of domain, field, and individual 
interactions on trust

Model development does not take place in isolation. It is 
a creative endeavour that is influenced by three major 
components of a technical discipline. Each discipline 
has established norms, methods, research problems, 
evaluation criteria, and domain knowledge that 
together provide a frame of reference for the relevant 
constructs of a model. Contributions made by indivi-
duals are evaluated by the members of the domain (i.e., 
field), and those contributions accepted by the field are 
then included in the domain. Individuals are accultu-
rated and trained in the norms and practices of 
a domain to develop solutions (e.g., models) that are 
sufficiently consistent with the domain knowledge. The 
field uses the normative evaluation criteria and serves as 
a gatekeeper by deciding on the trustworthiness of 
knowledge for inclusion in the domain. Awareness of 
these interactions and related factors are integral in 
developing appropriate trust. Considerations in the 
design and evaluation of models from the perspective 
of organisational interaction include the following:

• Recognise the characteristics of the context of 
both the domain and its field along with their direct 
and indirect influence on the evaluation of models.

• Develop awareness about individual and domain- 
specific cultural differences in using criteria for trust 
assessment. An operations research group that favours 
empirical accuracy and similarity concerning 
a referent system is expected to have different criteria 
for trust than a research group in life sciences explor-
ing possible causal mechanistic explanations of 
a phenomenon.

• Cultural differences can result in different expec-
tations from a model. For instance, a research group 
that views trust as forward-looking considers models 
that can apply to future problems as more trustable 
compared to a model that fits data better than the 
alternatives.

• Recognise the importance of reputation and rela-
tional factors, including but not limited to coherence 
with reference models, in instilling confidence about 
the utility of a model.

8. Conclusions

Simulation models have become integral components 
of research in the overall science and engineering 
enterprise. The increasing use and the broad range of 
purposes of computational models necessitate revisit-
ing the notion of model credibility that has long been 
considered as a measure of similarity and accuracy. 
Besides prediction, models are being used to explore 
possibilities, discover explanations for scientific phe-
nomena, conduct training and tutoring in virtual 
environments, and control physical systems. In prac-
tice, model credibility is viewed not only as a function 
of its features but also from the perspective of the 
cognitive interests of model users in a specific context 
of inquiry.

Factoring in the cognitive perspective and the con-
textual interpretation of the multi-faceted character-
isation of model credibility can be facilitated by 
associating credibility with trust. Despite the co- 
occurrence of credibility and trust as keywords in an 
increasing number of publications, especially in com-
putational modelling for social and behavioural 
sciences, the current view of credibility within the 
M&S community is still centred around the notion 
of accuracy and empirical fitness. To mitigate this 
limitation, we characterised model credibility in 
terms of the attributes, properties, and dynamics of 
trust. Three dimensions of trust and associated con-
cepts are used to provide a foundation for trust-driven 
assessment of credibility. Fundamental processes in 
the formation and evolution of trust are highlighted 
to facilitate maintaining run-time trust models that 
can serve as cognitive agents to establish appropriate, 
calibrated trust. Based on the characteristics of the 
model users, alternative evaluation models are recom-
mended to measure and report trust metrics. We 
conclude the paper with recommendations for estab-
lishing appropriate trust in simulation models. These 
considerations highlight design principles, provide 
strategies for relating contextual information to 
model capabilities for context-sensitive trust measure-
ment and emphasise the significance of factoring into 
the process of the influence of the organisational cul-
ture and its community of practice.
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